
               2021  MOFO ODDS and PREDICTIONS
LASHVILLE TENNESSEE 2-1 MOFO The spring was their worst performance so far at the Mofo but it wont happen
Dan K. Jr again. The Wiley Veterans will be taking the field on a trip to Lashville Tennessee
Jay L. and not too many teams are gonna like it.

SALT AND PEPPER 3-1 MOFO Losing to the Marchmen on the 18th hole in the spring broke Lickle Steve Bryans
Steve B. heart and sent Ken to the Pit of Dispair. Hoping to rebound but may get taken
Ken L. on a trip to Lasville Tennesse.

STARKY AND HUGGY BEAR 4-1 MOFO Coming off a diappointing spring Mofo, these guys need to lay off the sauce and
Kyle C. focus a little more on the game. Huggy Bear needs to contribute for them to win
Nathan G. and Starsky needs to leave the lucky grey pants at home.

BALD HEADED EAGLES 5-1 MOFO After a two tournament break the boys are back with a new name and new
Gary P. additude. Gary will have to really step it up as Rick has been struggling of late to
Rick B. break 100. they will be in the money but it wont be easy in Lashville.

BUSH CHIPPERS 8-1 MOFO The boys took the spring off to figure out the kinks and issues had at the 2020
Elliot D. fall Mofo.  Hoping to rebound but a tough field Lies ahaed and they will struggle
Big Al S. to make it in the money.

NO BOLONGNA 12-1 MOFO Jeff had to look for a new partner after a small tiff about Balogna sandwiches
Jeff V. with ex partner Gary from Pokersatrs. Hoping not to eat another balogna 
Jordan B. sandwich with cart path dust all over it. Will fair better then Gary.

SCHOONERS 15-1 MOFO Another team that took the spring off, they are going to try to totally redeem
Joe K. themselves but they will get caught in heavy traffic in Lashville and find 
Jay G. themselves too far behind after Fridays quallies. POB.

BROWN SUGAR 20-1 MOFO After making a 1800 km trip from Dirty old Nova Scotia, Murray has returned for
Steve R. the fall Mofo. "Im so happy to have him back " says Steve in a pre Mofo 
Murray B. interview. Looks like its gonna be a long trip home from Lashville.

CORONA PAR TEE 25-1 MOFO The Lads from north of 7 where it seems to snow from October to May are
Dion K.JR returning for another Mofo and just may qualify for the big tour. Competed
Aaron T. well in Kife but will struggle to finish in the money.

SMASH BOTHERS 30-1 MOFO Good old Rog and Quentin are back and ready to go. "We plan on qualifying for
Roger G. the MOFO and taking off from there" says Roger on a TSN interview last week.
Quentin R. Not sure these guys know they are heading to Lashville Tennessee this year.

FIRGIR 35-1 MOFO The Boys are getting back together after a small Covid break and ready for
Joe P. a POB. They will qualify for the big Tour but don’t expect much, Joe has 
Tim B. not been to consistant this summer and will need Tim to step it up.

DIRTY SHANKS 40-1 MOFO Beans got a liittle roughed up this  past spring and went too hard on the sauce
Rob M. celebrating the big 30. Even left his lunch in a few locals. Rob is hoping hes
Beans back and focused. If they don’t qualify here they may win Kife.

               2021  KIFE ODDS and PREDICTIONS

STR8 BLAZING 2-1 KIFE Gooch's 5th partner in as many years, hopefully Pothiah can stick it out. Gooch
Rob G. plans on blazing from hole 1 to Hole 72 and come home with his first win. If
Mark P. Mark can avoid the second hand toke they may win.

BROOKBACK MOUNTAIN 3-1 KIFE More rookies outta Ajax and another spawn of Tommy C. The boys plan on
Chad C. making a big splash at the Mofo and let everyone know who they are. Chad 
Zack M. playing solo first round Friday may determine that.

SMOKE N CHOKE 4-1 KIFE Ole Jesus has found another apostle to play with and it could be his last supper.
BrianC. You will here a lot of coughing from this team but don’t fret its not the Vid, its
Carnel B. just jesus hacking back a pack of darts.

PIN HIGH 5-1 KIFE A new team from parts unknown, had to fit them in somewhere and thought
Luke C. to give them the benefit of any doubt and put them mid pack of the field. 
Steve C.



FGD 8-1 KIFE Moser gives it a shot with another partner as he got shut out in the spring and
Chad M doesn’t want to go home empty handed again. Will Lemaitre fill the shows of
Kevin L. Stiles probably not but may contend in Kife.

O-FOX 12-1 KIFE Where there was chaos and what not at the spring Mofo Manny was always
Kurt W. near by. Just straight chaos from beginning to end, Kurt didn’t know what to do
Manny but try to get him settled.Backin tune  for the fall they are hungry for a win.

ROADHOUSE 15-1 KIFE Big physical changes from Roadhouse, earlier this year the President didn't even recognize him 
Sean D. on the street.  'Hi, I'm Dan'…  'Dan, it's me Roadhouse'.   We don't expect big changes on the 
Paul D. course though, this group could actually fall to the Show.

STIFF SHAFTS 20-1 KIFE Pretty mush the same as Roadhouse , they got a lot of learning to do and get
Nick B. the lay of the land.  These guys could surprise and win the whole goddam thing
Davis K. but not likely with them taking a trip to Lashville.

TNT 25-1 KIFE Rumour is Trump was trying to hire these guys to figure out the voting fraud in
Meat Loaf the US election as these guys are pros at finding the fix." I knew the fix was in at
Shane T. the spring Mofo as every Krisko went home with money" Said Shane during an

interview with Don Lemon Last week.
MLB 30-1 MOFO Men Love Blunts are back again and ready to take any side bets . With sheer
Braeden L. improvement from there inaugural Mofo and last palce, they faired better in 
Evan B. the spring but this field may be tougher.

FAIRWAY TO HEAVEN 35-1 MOFO Looking to make some money back these boys are pissed and ready to battle
Alex E. MLB once again. Side bets and a POB is most likely to happen and a long ride
Kyle B. home kiccking rocks.

TOP GUNNERZ 40-1 MOFO To be called the Gunnerz you need to be ranked up with the Gunners and that’s
Cole S. not an easy thingto do. Being unknowns they may surprise, im sure last in Kife
Justin T. is not there goal but this is Lashville Tennessee. End of story.

               2021 FALL SITSHOW ODDS and PREDICTIONS

BUSHWACKERS 2-1 Show Well, same ole same ole , the wackers are fighting for a win in the show. Not
Tom M. a guarantee but if the past has anything to show its that these two guys are 
Paul T. pur Shitshow through and through.

PYCOSS 3-1 Show These old timers will battle to the death and expect nothing else this weekend.
Dan K. SR " we are gonna THRIVE  this weekend and win the ShitShow by FAR, we are gonna
Dion K. SR beat the bushwackers , schooner and all them" say Dan SR during an interview

with TARZAN late Sunday night.
WHITBY WACKERS 4-1 Show Corey found a new partner but history should repeat and a struggle to not
Corey B. finish last is in the cards." Tabernack Estee, I wont finish last colisse" says Corey
Donovan T. during an interview with RSD

CLUB RESPECT 5-1 Show Club Respect only wants one thing……….Respect! So if you see him in the halls 
Rolind O. don’t stare and don’t point, just nod. " A lot of respect comes with finishing near
Brad M. the bottom, somebody has too." Says Rolind During an interview with Dana 

White.
EASTERN 8-1 Show These new comers don’t play much golf so not much is expected and someone 
Leif M. has to finish last. A weekend away from the wives is there focus and a good
Steve B. time is there plan " I plan to stay awake for most the weekend so if you see me

passed out, Im not really sleeping" says Leif while at the fire at Lovesick Lake.
BUN YOU 15-1 Show Bobby B. is a late entry and just plans on drinking and telling jokes all weekend
BOB B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B. so don’t expect much on the course from the one team man. " just happy to

see my brother again " Says BoB during an interview for Person of the Year.
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